Introduction
Alterations in fibrillar collagens have been implicated in a wide variety of progressive disorders, including osteogenesis imperfecta, chondrodysplasias and osteoarthritis ͓1-3͔. Cardiovascular disease ͓4͔, and diabetic polyneuropathies ͓5-7͔ have also been linked to alterations in fibrillar collagens. The latter disorder is the leading cause of morbidity associated with diabetes ͓8͔, and is related to complications in injuries that often result in amputation ͓9,10͔.
The etiopathology of this disease likely involves the remodeling of extracellular matrix ͑ECM͒ proteins such as collagen ͓11͔. In diabetic neuropathy, fibrillar collagens become glycated ͓12͔, resulting in larger ͓5-7͔ and possibly more highly crosslinked ͓13͔ fibrils. Because of the importance of fibrillar collagens in preserving signal fidelity and offering mechanical protection ͓14,15͔ in peripheral nerve tissue, their alteration due to glycation has been the subject of intense study in recent years, spanning biochemical assays of advanced glycation end-product formation ͓16͔, fibril diameter alterations ͓5-7͔ and degree of advanced glycation end product ͑AGE͒ and other types of crosslinking ͓17͔. Indeed, a leading hypothesis regarding damage in peripheral neuropathy holds that crosslinking due to excessive glycation of peripheral nerve tissue of AGEs impairs the regrowth of axons, and thus impairs electrical signal transduction in the nerve ͓5͔.
Collagen fibrils encase the peripheral nerve ͑Fig. 1͒, and ensheath the conductive axons, which follow wavy courses through the endoneurium; the endoneurium is surrounded by the perineurium, a multi-cellular layer of tight-junction-connected flattened cells. The densely collagenous, relatively acellular epineurium surrounds the perineurium ͑Fig. 2͒ ͓18 -24͔. Work on modeling tissue ''stiffening'' has also increased dramatically in recent years, due to its importance in a host of diabetic complications such as foot ulcerations ͓25,26͔, and several approaches have been developed to model the mechanical behavior of fibrillar collagenreinforced tissues such as skin ͓27,28͔. Continuum approaches have proven to be excellent tools for modeling soft tissue response ͓29,30͔, and have allowed a characterization of collagenous tissues such as ligament ͓31͔. However, the connections between the physical properties of the microscale components of collagenous tissue, and the tissue itself ͑Fig. 3͒ remain to be determined in many important clinical applications, including tissue stiffening due to collagen glycation.
Our objective in the present work is to use our own and other clinical data ͓7,32͔ to build micromechanical models for deformation of the fibrillar collagens of peripheral nerve. We seek a way of correlating generalized tissue ''stiffening'' reported throughout the literature, with molecular and fibril-scale data we have obtained on healthy and diabetic tissues. Both greater densities of collagen fibrils and greater densities of glycation-induced crosslinks among them, would generally be expected to result in ͑1͒ the upregulation of collagen via increased localized stress on collagen producing cells ͑e.g. fibroblasts or perineurial cells͒, ͑2͒ resultant stiffening of the collagenous sheath of the nerve trunk, and finally, ͑3͒ increased endoneurial fluid pressure ͑EFP͒. Positive feedback among these effects may be clinically significant; observed increases in diabetic EFP ͓33,34͔, for example, may be sufficient to cause permanent nerve dysfunction. A full understanding of the combined biochemical/mechanical origins of EFP increases may provide a therapeutic target. Also, the quantitative linkage of increases in the fibril diameter in diabetic collagens due to glycation may offer an independent and relatively benign clinical assay of collagen glycation, since a very small amount of tissue, obtainable via a simple needle punch, is sufficient to survey fibril diameters using atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ ͓7͔.
4:1 ratio with type III ͓35͔; much work, summarized in Table 1 ͑per ͓36-41͔͒, has been done to isolate and quantify these collagens. Type V is also present, but to a lesser extent than types I and III ͓5,42͔. Afibrillar collagens are also present in the peripheral nerve, with type IV present in the basement membranes of cells such as axons, Schwann cells, perineurial cells, and blood vessels ͓43͔, and type VI present in networks among Schwann cells and blood vessels in neurofibromas ͓44͔ and are also likely involved in local load transfer to cells. It is the fibrillar bundleforming collagens such as types I and III that are responsible for the nerve's axial mechanical behavior.
Epineurial collagen fibrils are arranged in wavy bundles ͓46͔ with widths on the order of 10-20 m ͓46͔. Bundles found among the perineurial cells are smaller, on the order of 3 m ͑containing ϳ1000 fibrils͒, and self-assemble into a ''lacework'' structure ͓46͔. These bundles are only visible via scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ after cellular digestion. Imaging of the inner surface of a stripped perineurium with atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ often reveals no collagens ͓7͔, implying that the inner surface of the perineurial cells is relatively smooth and continuous, and not tightly connected to the endoneurium.
High resolution imaging modes such as AFM, SEM, and TEM ͑transmission electron microscopy͒ are not capable of distinguishing among fibrillar collagen types such as types I, III, and V, since all display 64 nm periodicity. Collagen type must be determined with techniques such as immunofluorescent tagging ͑Table 1͒. In a rat sciatic nerve, the epineurium and perineurium are tightly connected ͓45͔, and thus, we hereafter use the epineurium/ perineurium to denote the combined layers.
From our work using AFM ͓7͔, and from earlier results from scanning electron microscopy ͑e.g., ͓46͔͒ collagen fibrils are longer than the gage lengths of most mechanical test specimens. For example, images of two ͓46͔ or three ͓7͔ orders of magnitude smaller than a typical test specimen ͑10 mm͒, fibril ends are not seen. Ends have been observed only in samples prepared in vitro ͓47͔ or in embryonic tissues ͓48͔. Other workers have conjectured that collagenous tissue is comprised of fibrils simply of ''indefinite length'' ͓49͔. A linear extrapolation from the growth curves of Birk et al. ͓48͔ , perhaps the most exhaustive study of in vivo fibril length found the growth rate of collagen fibrils of embryonic chick tendon to be 6.5 m/day, and while a linear extrapolation of this growth rate results in average fibril lengths of only ϳ1 mm in a typical tissue sample as might be taken from a 3-month-old rat, fibril-fibril aggregation is also possible.
Glycation and Structural Changes.
A complete understanding of the structural effects of excessive glycation on structural collagens ͑e.g. interfibrillar crosslinking, alterations in axial properties, etc.͒ has not yet been achieved, though increased expression has been found in glycated fibrillar and afibrillar collagens, in vitro ͓50͔. Increased collagen fibril diameters ͑Fig. 4͒ have also been found in fibrillar collagens in diabetic tissues ͓5-7͔, resulting from glycation ͓51͔. Larger fibrillar diameters in collagens have also been positively correlated with the increasing severity of diabetic neuropathy ͓5͔.
Structural alterations in collagens glycated in vitro have also been observed. Deeper clefts in D-bands of diabetic rat tail collagen fibrils have been attributed to increased crosslink density ͓51͔. This hypothesis is supported by x-ray crystallographic data of in vitro-glycated collagen ͓52͔, but may be part of the natural growth pattern of collagen ͓53͔. Crosslinking among collagen fibrils due to the formation of advanced glycation end-products ͑AGEs͒ has been implicated in the stiffening of collagenous tissue such as skin ͓27,28͔. Such crosslinking has been associated with oxidative stresses ͓54͔, which are among many adverse outcomes of poor metabolic glucose control ͓55͔.
Load Transfer in Fibrillar Collagens.
A number of models have been developed to describe the viscoelastic properties of a healthy ͓56͔ and surgically repaired ͓57,58͔ peripheral nerve using continuum mechanics-based approaches. These materials exhibit classic bundle-type stress-strain behavior: straightening of fibers produces an initial ''toe region,'' followed by a linear response ͑Fig. 5͒. Recently, micromechanical approaches have also been proposed, including work by Roeder et al. ͓59͔ , building on a model by Parry ͓60͔ , in which stress-strain curves from the toe region to failure were constructed using 3-D structural properties of reconstituted, low-volume fraction collagens. Hurschler et al. ͓61͔ used a combined macro-microscale, seven-parameter model to capture the gross mechanical properties of the tendon. More recently, geometry-based models have been developed to characterize the toe region, from variables such as the average fibril Additionally, the possible physical connections ͑i.e. chemical crosslinks͒ resulting from excessive glycation among ͑e.g. ͓65,66͔͒ or within ͑e.g. ͓52,67͔͒ the roughly collimated collagen fibrils may alter their load sharing when deformed axially. Though we have previously measured the stress-strain response ͓32͔ at high, nonphysiological loads ͓14,15͔, such data can allow inference as to the construction of the material. Spatial arrangement, mechanical stiffness, mechanical strength, content, and fibril diameter distributions ͓5-7͔ of extracellular matrix proteins ͓68͔ such as collagen affect the structural mechanics of the peripheral nerve at both the microscale and tissue scale. Importantly, the inherent waviness in the fibrillar collagens of the peripheral nerve produces inherently nonlinear behavior, though the fibrils themselves are well-modeled as elastic elements, as we show. Sequential failure in the fibril bundles produces additional nonlinear behavior, even though the fibrils are assumed elastic. Thus, high strain behavior is modeled even as the fibrils are assumed to align, then subsequently rupture, at realistic, low strains.
Ultimately, our goal is to use this model to determine the effect of altered composition of peripheral nerve collagens, especially interfibrillar crosslinking, on mechanical properties. Our implicit hypothesis in developing this model is that diabetic tissues exhibit more local load-sharing, due to crosslinking of collagens by glycation. This hypothesis, however, is not directly tested here. Rather, this work demonstrates the ability of the model to characterize the collagen-rich tissue of the rat sciatic nerve. Future work will be dedicated to quantifying differences in diabetic and healthy tissues using the model. Such comparisons may be useful in diagnosing and treating disorders and injuries such as compression neuropathies ͓69,70͔, diabetic neuropathies ͓71͔, hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy ͓5͔ and neural fibromas ͓72͔, via a determination of the state of crosslinking in collagenous tissues.
Methods: Theory
We develop models for nerve tissue response at two scales: first, for whole nerve, we derive a simple pressure-vessel model to estimate internal pressure, and its relationship to axial and transverse stiffening. Second, for axial response of the collagenous epineurium/perineurium, we develop a fiber bundle model, to capture the toe ͑straightening of fibrils͒, linear ͑stretching of fibrils͒ and yield ͑sequential failure of fibrils, dependent upon fibril crosslinking͒ regions of the stress-strain curve.
Structural Model of the Peripheral Nerve: Internal Pressure and Stiffening. We model the nerve as a layered, cylindrical, linear elastic pressure vessel ͑Figs. 5͑a͒, 5͑b͒͒. For the combined epineurium/perineurium, assuming anisotropic plane strain, we write
and 
where is strain, is stress, E is the elastic modulus, and is Poisson's ratio. Subscripts and zz denote tangential and axial directions, respectively. Force equilibrium in the hoop direction, between the inner ͑endoneurium͒ and outer ͑epineurium/ perineurium͒ concentric layers, requires that
and
where p is the endoneurial fluid pressure, 0 is the in vivo endoneurial diameter, and t is the epineurial/perineurial thickness. We have the strain definitions
For convenience, we define dimensionless parameters ϭE /E zz , ϭt/ e , ϭL p /L 0 , and ␤ϭ p / 0 , where L 0 and L p are in vivo and ex vivo epineurial/perineurial lengths, respectively, and p is the ex vivo epineurial/perineurial diameter. An expression for the endoneurial fluid pressure, p, based on five parameters obtainable via excision and measurement of a nerve, and a tensile mechanical test of the nerve trunk, can thus be written as
Several authors have previously estimated the tangential modulus of a peripheral nerve ͑e.g., ͓34,73-75͔͒. Their reported values for Young's moduli of peripheral nerve tissues have ranged from 10 to 100 MPa ͓57,76͔. We estimated a modulus using a dimensionless parameter, , the ratio of hoop modulus, E , to axial modulus, E zz . We assumed that Ͻ1, because of the preferential axial alignment of peripheral nerve collagen; this implies z Ͻ z ͑Eq. ͑3͒͒. The two parameters likely to have the strongest influence on this ratio, , are ͑1͒ the average collagen fibril angle, and ͑2͒ the degree of interaction among fibrils due to either entanglement or interfibril crosslinks, or ͑3͒ the fraction of fibrils sharing triple helices.
Load-Sharing in Reinforced, Fibrillar Collagen Sheaths: Statistical Modeling. Our model stems from work by Harlow and Phoenix ͓77͔. We simplified this model by approximating collagen fibrils as single, contiguous bundles, spanning typical 10 mm test specimen lengths ͓78͔. This assumption is supported by our prior work in imaging peripheral nerve collagens ͓7͔ and from the growth curves of other collagenous tissues ͓48͔.
Seven independent variables, represented by nine model parameters, were required ͑summarized along with ranges in values used here, in Table 2͒ : average fibril modulus, Ē f , collagenous area fraction of nerve, f c , packing fraction of collagen, f p , average, ␥ , and standard deviation, ␥ , of collagen fibril bundle angle, ␥, average, ā , and standard deviation, a , of collagen fibril amplitude, a, Weibull scale parameter, x 0 , and Weibull shape parameter, ␣. Ideally, if Ē f , f c , and f p are known for a given tissue sample a priori, they can be used in the model as independent, specimen-specific variables. In this work, f c was taken as 0.1 ͓35͔ and f p as 0.7, ͓7͔; Ē f was taken directly from the linear portion of stress-strain curves found in our previous work ͓32͔.
To obtain fibril-bundle-scale morphology and confirm our estimations of collagen fibril and collagen fibril bundle morphology, images from Ushiki and Ide ͓46͔ were analyzed. Bounds for rat sciatic nerve EFP ͑0.2-1.0 kPa͒ were taken from the data of Myers et al. ͓33,79,80͔. Reported failure strengths of collagen fibrils ͑2-70 MPa͒ ͓81,82͔ were reviewed to provide input to the model. Values for collagen fibril stiffness used were within those measured for reassembled fibrils ͑1-6 MPa͒ ͓83͔ and bovine Achilles tendon ͑430 MPa͒ ͓84͔. The approximate density of collagen fibrils in peripheral nerve in the number of fibrils per square millimeter (NF•mm Ϫ2 ) was estimated from
Using approximate values of f p Ϸ0.7, f c Ϸ0.1, and d f Ϸ50 nm, we estimate that there are ϳ3.5ϫ10 7 fibrils/mm 2 in peripheral nerve tissue. To reduce the computational burden of generating thousands of simulations required for this each condition with a full set of fibrils, we chose to ''bin'' the fibrils into sets of eleven, in each simulation. An odd number of fibrils was chosen so that one fibril was aligned with the nerve axis; the use of fewer than eleven fibril groups resulted in solutions that were not capable of attaining smooth root-mean-squared ͑RMS͒ difference maps between experimental and simulated tissue. Simulations using greater than eleven fibril groups resulted in only minor improvements in smoothness, relative to the computational burden.
To model experimental uniaxial stress-strain curves from whole rat sciatic nerve ͑Fig. 6͒ using our simulated bundles, we first determined the effective fibril modulus via 
Uniform data sets were used to generate normal distributions for averages ā , and standard deviations a and ␥ . These variables were then scaled linearly to map to a smooth domain. Normal distributions were generated using the ANORM function from the Visual Numerics library ͓85͔. Individual amplitudes, a i , were assigned as normal distributions scaled and shifted by ā per
where values of N a (0,0.05,0.1, . . . ,3.0) were chosen to scale the normally distributed amplitude data, N 0 ϭ⌽ Ϫ1 (1Ϫ), with ϭ10 Ϫ4 , and
Angles were similarly generated, per
where values of N ␥ (0,0.05,0.1, . . . ,3.0) were chosen to scale normally distributed angle data, and x i were as in Eq. ͑13͒. For each simulation, as the global strain was incremented, fibrils were first checked for straightness, using Eq. ͑11͒. If straight, the force in the fibril was calculated using its modulus, and the strain along its axis. The axial component of this force was then added to the total force of the nerve. The total stress in the nerve was calculated as the total axial force of all straight fibrils divided by the total cross-sectional area of the nerve. Each fibril was treated as a linear elastic member in tension. As the simulation progressed, the force contribution from each fibril in the axial direction was computed as the cosine of the angle it made with the nerve axis. Fibrils were assigned a Poisson's ratio of 0.5, to calculate stress in the fibril at the high induced strains. Also, the whole nerve was assigned a Poisson's ratio of 0.5, and stress in the nerve was calculated as the sum of the forces in the fibrils divided by the cross-sectional area of the nerve at that point in the simulation in order to maintain a true-stress/true-strain formulation. Upon reaching their ultimate tensile strength as prescribed by a Weibull distribution ͑described below͒ individual fibrils reaching their rupture load were removed, and no longer contributed to the tensile force. Thus, the nonlinear and highly stochastic failure response observed in our experimental data ͓32͔ was effectively modeled using elastic elements with initial waviness and a stochastic failure criterion. Nonlinearity in the failure region is distinct from nonlinearity of the toe region; the latter results only from fibril straightening, as depicted in Fig. 7͑b͒ . Indeed, strains of up to 10% frequently were applied before some of the fibrils become straight and contributed to the axial stress in our simulations, using realistic geometries. The combined contributions of waviness and stochastic failure to nonlinearity in these simulated stress-strain curves resulted in total simulation strains of 0.4 -0.5, as compared with typical fibril failure strains which were on the order of 0.10-0.20.
Subsequent to finding the combination of ā , and a , or ā and ␥ , that minimized the RMS error as defined above, the Weibull parameters ␣ and x 0 were found using a similar RMSminimization method as for the toe region. In order to ensure independence between geometry and strength parameters, sets of ten simulations were spawned in a grid-like fashion for each combination of Weibull parameters ␣ and x 0 . To make the model dimensionless we used
where E x i (0.1,0.15,0.2, . . . ,2.0) is the Weibull scale parameter, x 0 , of the ith fibril normalized to E f i , the modulus of the ith fibril. A set of random numbers (0Ͻx i Ͻ1) were transformed to ultimate tensile strengths, U i , via Weibull parameters, ␣ and x 0 , by solving the Weibull cumulative distribution function
for U i
The Weibull shape parameter ␣ was also mapped over the domain ␣͑0.1,0.15,0.2, . . . ,2.0͒. This range was sufficient to find the RMS minimum value ''valley'' for the difference between experimental and simulated stress-strain curves that included the entire failure curve from toe region to failure. Prior SEM results have shown that individual collagen fibrils frequently cross into different bundles along their axes ͓46,60͔; thus, selection of a specific assumption for load sharing within a bundle is somewhat problematic. Here, we investigated the two extrema in load sharing: equal load sharing ͑ELS͒, wherein unbroken fibers in a bundle share load equally ͓86͔, and immediateneighbor local load sharing ͑LLS͒, wherein only the unbroken fibers adjacent to broken fibers in a bundle are subject to overload. One LLS scenario formulated by Harlow and Phoenix ͓77͔ scaled overload on unbroken fibers by their proximity to broken fibers, per
where K r i is the stress concentration factor of the ith fibril and r is the number of broken fibrils adjacent to it. This rule preserves equilibrium, as
It is convenient to assume that fibers are arranged in a circular array in this model, as per Harlow and Phoenix ͓77͔. We give simple example for 11 fiber arrays, for equal and local load sharing. Initially, in both scenarios, each fiber bears an equal fraction of a unit load ͑1/11͒. For equal load sharing, the first fiber failure increases the other fibrils' loads to 1/10. For local load sharing, the first fiber failure produces overloads on its two nearest neighbors only, which each receive a load of one and a half times their original load ͑3/22͒; the eight intact fibers maintain their load of 1/11. 
Methods: Experimental
Endoneurial Fluid Pressure. Study animals were cared for and euthanized in accordance with University, State, and Federal standards, and with the National Research Council's ''Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.'' To obtain EFP in living rats, a microfluidic pressure transducer ͑900A, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL͒ was used. After dosing with 150 mg/kg of sodium pentobarbitol, rats were tested for anesthesia. Right sciatic nerves were then exposed. A 1.0 M NaCl solution was used in a 5 m glass micropipette tip to transduce hydrodynamic pressure. Data were collected at a sample rate of 250 Hz. The accuracy of the instrument was ϳ100 Pa with a stability of 0.1 mmHg ͑13 Pa͒ and was transduced at 10 mV/mmHg ͑10 mV/133 Pa͒. Prior to in vivo measurement, the device was calibrated in a static column of 0.1 M NaCl. The signal was stored digitally using LabView software ͑National Instruments͒ running on a PC ͑Dell͒. EFP was determined by averaging of the signal.
Uniaxial Testing. Mechanical tests on whole nerve ͓32͔ were used for comparison with our simulation results. Specimens used for mechanical testing were obtained from healthy and diabetic rats. Nerves were dissected from sacrificed rats, and thawed at room temperature for approximately five minutes, then clamped in a pin-and-groove grip, affixed to an Ohaus digital scale ͑model TP2KS͒. Strain was applied using a Bodine Electric Company DC stepper motor controlled by a Parker Digiplan PK3 driver. An interclamp length of 10 mm and displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s ͑strain rate 0.01/s͒ were used. Zero strain was defined as the point at which a force of 2.0ϫ10 Ϫ5 N was detected. Nerves were strained until failure occurred. Data were collected at a rate of 1 Hz and stored on an Apollo Domain Series 4000 digital computer. Prior to mechanical testing, five cross sections were measured and averaged for data reduction using NIH image analyses of SPOT RT II digital camera section images. Nerves were not preconditioned.
Results
Pressure-Vessel Representation of Peripheral Nerve. Figure 8 shows a plot of Eq. ͑8͒ with ϭ͑0.01,0.05,0.1͒, ϭ0.02, E zz ϭ0.5 MPa, ͑0.8 -1.0͒, ␤ϭ0. We see that the deformation observed upon peripheral nerve extraction agrees well with literature values. Note that we have superimposed endoneurial fluid pressure recorded from the sciatic nerve contralateral to the one used for uniaxial testing. This previously unpublished data was obtained in our laboratory from a live healthy BioBreeding rat under anesthesia according to the protocol of Myers et al. ͓79,80͔ as described above.
RMS Minimization Results for Toe Region.
A typical stress-strain curve to failure is shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ , for a control rat sciatic nerve. The toe, linear, failure and post-failure portions of the curve are clearly distinguishable for both the experimental and theoretical curves. In comparing simulation results with experimental results, we found combinations of either (ā , a ) or (ā , ␥ ) that minimized RMS error between experimental and simulated data ͑Fig. 9͑b͒͒. Figure 9͑b͒ shows a minimum value, per the RMS ''valley'' near ā ϭ0.8, a ϭ0.2. Combinations of ā and a wherein both values are smaller exhibit smaller toe regions; combinations wherein both are greater exhibit more extensive toe regions.
RMS Minimization Results for Full Stress-Strain Curve.
After the toe region was matched, and using the combination of ā and a that minimized the RMS error for that region, RMS error Fig. 9 Example of fitting of experimental stress-strain-failure data from the sciatic nerve of a healthy "nondiabetic… BioBreeding rat "lab designation 018-60-16…. Initially, "a… simulated data are superimposed on experimental data †32 ‡, "b… parametric plot of RMS error as a function of average fibril amplitude, ā , and fibril amplitude standard deviation, a , and "c… parametric plot of RMS error as a function of average fibril amplitude, ā , and fibril angle standard deviation, ␥ , parametric contour plots of RMS error as a function of Weibull shape parameter, ␣, and normalized Weibull scale parameter, E x "E x ÄE f Õx 0 … E f Äaverage fibril modulus, x 0 ÄWeibull scale parameter for "d… equal load sharing and "e… local load sharing.
was minimized for the remainder of the failure curve using trial combinations of ␣ and E x ͑Fig. 9͑c,d͒͒. As in the case of toe region matching, where a RMS ''valley'' was found, regions of minimum error were also found for both ELS and LLS. For this particular tissue specimen, a combination of E x ϭ0.5 and ␣ϭ9.0 gave the minimum RMS error, whereas for LLS loading, the error valley was not as well defined.
Equal Versus Local Load Sharing Among Elastic Fibers.
Local and equal load sharings are compared in Fig. 9͑c ,d͒, which demonstrates that local load sharing results in greater variability in strength, stiffness, and thus in fitted geometric parameters. Also, assumed in-plane interactions among fibrils, requires that fibrils be stronger, as evidenced by a greater E x and have Weibull scale parameter ␤ in order to produce tissue strength equivalent to an ELS array.
The small pocket of low RMS error near E x ϭ1, ␣ϭ3 implies that there is not a unique arrangement which results in mechanical integrity: a broader Weibull distribution function ͑lower shape parameter, ␣͒ with a high fraction of both weak and strong fibrils requires that the strongest fibrils be stronger than in a situation where the Weibull distribution is narrow ͑larger shape parameter, ␣͒.
Discussion
Scalability of Collagen Model. This approach allows for scalability, via a function that models a fibrous material as a chain, or connected series, of intact bundles. Use of the exponential Weibull distribution function results in linear increases in the strength of fibrils or inter-fibril bonds with multiplicative increases in the number of fibrils per unit length. For example, if it were found that fibril lengths were actually one half of the lengths assumed here, a resultant increase in fibril strength of 10 MPa would be predicted.
Isolation of Geometry From Mechanical Modeling.
The gross mechanical properties of peripheral nerve are well documented ͓57,56͔, and the mechanical properties of single collagen fibrils have also been measured ͓84͔. The pressure vessel model was developed primarily to verify that our observed moduli were consistent with previous results of EFP experiments. This was indeed the case since our tow-region modulus was 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the linear region.
The significant discrepancy between the fibril modulus used here, of 336 MPa, and that of 5 GPa found recently for rat tail collagen fibrils ͓87͔, may be due to molecular differences in the two tissues, or due the fact that both our method and that of Silver et al., ͓87͔ are indirect and likely subject to revision, once methods for testing smaller samples become available. The fibrillar collagen content of a peripheral nerve has been determined more reliably ͓35,88͔, and collagen fibril diameter distributions have also been reported ͓5-7͔. Several workers have suggested that mechanics play a role in the permanence of diabetic peripheral neuropathy ͓5,89͔. The tissue-scale morphology of the collagen fibril bundle arrangement is summarized by essentially six sources ͓46,90-94͔. Of these only Stolinski ͓90͔, Ushiki and Ide ͓46͔ and Haninec ͓93͔, imaged epineurium, and none of the authors made an attempt to fully quantify collagen fibril bundle periodicity.
Since statistics for both normalized fibril amplitude, a, and fibril angle, ␥, are likely to affect toe-region shape independently, we treated them as such in a series of simulations where ā varied from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.025 and ␥ varied from 0 to ϳ0.85 in 40 increments. This range was found to be sufficient to cover the entire range to capture the minimum RMS error between simulated and experimental curves. Our strategy was to run simulations only up to H to fit the variables ā and a in one simulation set then find combinations of ā and ␥ to find the minimum RMS error in a second simulation set. In this manner, we were assured of bounding all reasonable values of our geometry variables. Per Fig. 9 , there are clearly several combinations of variables, for example, ā and a or ā and ␥ that map to a given RMS errors. For the two domain variables, ā and a or ā and ␥ , the RMS error is single-valued, however, and we have bounded the combinations of these variables that contain the minimum value to within 2.5% ͑40 values per axis͒ of the range of values of physiological significance for this tissue. The contour maps of RMS error as a function of E x and ␣, on the other hand, are more convoluted, but appear nonetheless single-valued for each combination of E x and ␣. Additional realizations of these simulations could be expected to produce slightly different results, but again, the regions of the solution-space which contain the RMS minimum to a precision of 2.5% of the relevant scale have been apparently isolated.
Implications of Material Stress Concentrations on Fibroblast and Perineurial Cell Loads. The importance of local stresses and the general properties of these materials cannot be overstated, both for gaining fundamental understanding of physiological loads and tissue remodeling in response to loads, and also design of artificial tissues. Recent studies of forces generated at the cellular scale by perineurial cells ͓95͔ hint at local stresses, but still need to be corroborated with global hoop stresses on the order of 1 MPa ͓74͔ and global axial stresses on the order of 10 MPa ͓96͔. Many workers are presently interested in physiological load conditions, but stochastic construction is a key feature of the morphology of biomaterials, and is the primary motivation for the present study.
Several authors have attempted to correlate mechanical stress at the cellular level with increased extracellular matrix production ͓97,98͔. Perineurial cells have also been shown to express fibrillar collagen ͓68,99͔, and may respond in a similar manner to fibroblasts when mechanically stressed. Our results suggest that for heavily glycated ͑crosslinked͒ tissues, the in-plane loads between ECM-producing cells such as fibroblasts and perineurial cells and the extracellular matrix that surrounds them, may be enhanced and thus drive up ECM protein expression ͓63,98͔. The exact pathways and a quantifiable in vivo function of expression as a function of load has not been established, but more than likely involves signaling between extracellular matrix and cytoskeletal proteins ͓98͔.
We believe that our model will be useful in characterizing other peripheral nerve tissues of a similar anatomy to the rat sciatic nerve, including human tissues. Patient-specific connective tissue distributions could be determined via the AFM of needle-punch specimens, to provide input to our models, in order to allow a prediction of the effect of alterations in the extracellular matrix on the overall mechanical response. The limitations of our model include our incomplete understanding of the factors affecting collagen fibril crosslinking, and the effect of disease or injury on this crosslinking. Correlative studies are needed, in conjunction with improved imaging technologies ͑both physical and immunohistochemical͒ to provide data for input to our models, in order to realize possible benefits.
Conclusions and Summary
With this work we have identified some of the key parameters responsible for the mechanical behavior of peripheral nerve, starting at the tissue scale of whole nerve, where endoneurial fluid pressures on the order of kilopascals, and in vivo stresses on the order of megapascals play a role. From our model, we have correlated the estimated fibril geometry and strength, and interfibrillar connectivity. Fibril amplitudes, angles and strengths in the collagens of a peripheral nerve clearly dictate the shape and extent of the toe region. Fibril amplitudes of approximately 0.8 fit experimental toe regions. This is larger than those that may be approximated from the most exhaustive SEM images of the literature ͑ϳ0.4 -0.5͒ ͓46͔. By an additional consideration of the fibril axial angle, this value dropped to 0.6 -0.7 ͑Fig. 9͑c͒͒. Clearly, in order for the nerve to maintain mechanical integrity under normal physiological deformations, collagen fibrils must be angled. This may partially be the role of the tight-junction-connected perineurial cells, but the relative contributions remains to be determined. Use of this model in investigating possible crosslink density changes and local loads in the peripheral nerve will be part of future investigations.
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Nomenclature ā ϭ average fibril amplitude A ϭ lower limit of integration for sinusoidal fibril A 0 ϭ initial cross-sectional area A f ϭ final cross-sectional area f c ϭ collagenous area fraction of nerve ͑dimensionless͒ f p ϭ packing area fraction of collagen in collagenous portion of nerve ͑dimensionless͒ B ϭ upper limit of integration for sinusoidal fibril d f ϭ collagen fibril diameter E f ϭ average fibril modulus E x i ϭ Weibull scale parameter normalized to fibril modulus E zz ϭ axial epineurial/perineurial modulus E ϭ circumferential epineurial/perineurial modulus f p ϭ packing fraction of collagen within collagenous portion of nerve K r i ϭ stress concentration factor of the ith fibril LЈ ϭ fibril length at which fibril becomes straight L 0 ϭ in vivo epineurial/perineurial length L f ϭ final length L p ϭ ex vivo epineurial/perineurial length N a ϭ scaling coefficient for fibril amplitude normal distribution NF ϭ number of fibrils in simulation N 0 ϭ normalization scaling coefficient for fibril amplitude normal distribution N ␥ ϭ scaling coefficient for fibril angle normal distribution p ϭ hydrostatic endoneurial fluid pressure s ϭ curvilinear path of sinusoidal fibril t ϭ epineurial/perineurial thickness U i ϭ fibril ultimate tensile strength x i ϭ equally spaced seed variables for generating distribution functions x 0 ϭ Weibull scale parameter ␣ ϭ Weibull shape parameter ␤ ϭ epineurial/perineurial ex vivo/in vivo diameter ratio ᮀ ϭ greatest strain of linear portion of whole nerve stressstrain curve L ϭ least strain of linear portion of whole nerve stressstrain curve ϭ circumferential epineurial/perineurial strain ⌽ ϭ normal distribution function 0 ϭ in vivo endoneurial diameter p ϭ ex vivo epineurial/perineurial diameter ␥ ϭ average fibril angle ϭ t/ e ϭ Lp/L0 epineurial/perineurial in vivo/ex vivo length ratio z ϭ axial-circumferential epineurial/perineurial Poisson's ratio z ϭ circumferential-axial epineurial/perineurial Poisson's ratio a ϭ fibril amplitude standard deviation E ϭ engineering stress H ϭ greatest stress of linear portion of whole nerve stress-strain curve L ϭ least stress of linear portion of whole nerve stressstrain curve T ϭ true stress ␥ ϭ fibril angle standard deviation ϭ circumferential epineurial/perineurial stress zz ϭ axial epineurial/perineurial stress ϭ E /E zz ratio between epineurial/perineurial moduli
